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what is going on in france ?
On the 17th of March, the implementation phase of
EXULI project on the local level has started in Pau-
France.
40 participants are expected to take part in 5 different
workshops through 6 different sessions for each
workshop.
 
The participants are mainly oriented by our local
partners Isard Cos and OGFA who are asylum seekers
centers that host migrants, refugees and asylum
seekers. The participants have complete freedom to
choose the atelier medium that would like to
participate in.
 
Three professionals, Antoine Béguère as music
therapist, Isabelle Schweitzer as art therapist and
Sylvie Rémy as drama therapist are proposing tools
related to the four mediums used in the frame of the
project:  Sounds, Playing, Images and Words.
 
Each one of the atelier's facilitator is proposing to a
group constituted of a maximum 8 people different
tools to express their feelings, ideas, thoughts or to
create art with the material proposed.
 
We are at an early stage of the experiment to provide
analysis about the effectiveness of the tools used but
what we can notice that some of the participants are
showing a big interest in the ateliers and are coming on
a regular basis.

http://www.exuli.eu/
http://www.exuli.eu/


For each atelier, facilitators have been selected according to their experience and the tool they use in their
practice: Rosa Barquero will manage Images Atelier, Xavier Guinart will hold Sounds Ateliers, Magalí Permanyer
and Rocío Manzano will advise Playing atelier and Marta Creus and Albert Berna will guide Words Atelier.
 
Ateliers will be carried out within the framework of two institutions: “Open Center” (Centre Obert) managed by
Caritas Barcelona and Actua cooperative, located in the Penedés region.
 
In both cases, the Spanish partner have carefully studied how to implement ateliers, both methodological and
practical level. So, all necessary details have been specified in terms of which professionals will intervene,
suitable location to hold the sessions, participant’s profile and schedule.
FOE are still in contact with the Technical Team of the Committee for Refugees’ Reception (Department of Labor
and Social Affairs of the Generalitat de Catalunya). Once again they have showed their interest in the Exuli
project as well as in making a wide dissemination of it.
 
The development of the Observ-Action phase of the Exuli project in the context of Spain will take place between
the months of April and June 2019.
To read more, please follow the link: http://www.replaynet.eu/it/exuli/content/news-5

what is going on in spain ?

what is going on in greece ?
Active Citizens Partnership organized two series of ateliers for Exuli project, the first one from the 29th of March
until the 19th of April with the ateliers “Say it with words” and “Say with images” and the second one from the 5th
of May and the 3rd of June with the ateliers “Say it with sounds” and “Say it with playing”.
The ateliers took place in the center of Athens in cooperation with an Iranian cultural organization.
There were two facilitators, Athanasia Defingou and Marina Koutsou .
Thirty people expressed interest to attend and twenty were chosen among them, mostly men and two women.
The tools used during these two ateliers were outlined in the Compendium and the facilitators, during the work
with the participants, implemented most of the tools to express. They used poetry from both countries,
storytelling, tales, famous persons, maps etc.
Through these two ateliers, young asylum seekers and refugees, expressed themselves and shared their life story
with each other and the facilitator. A safe reflective space was developed in the ateliers not from the beginning
but as the work was progressing.
 
To read more, please follow the link: http://www.replaynet.eu/it/exuli/content/news-6
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what's next ?
On the 4th and the 5th of June, the second business meeting of the project will take place in Pau -France in order
to discuss about the further steps among the partners of the consortium.
 
The ateliers will keep going in the different partner countries until end of July and an impact analysis will be
done before launching the online platform.


